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COMPETITION AND MARKETS AUTHORITY: ANNUAL PLAN CONSULTATION 2021/22 

JANUARY 2021 

We welcome the opportunity to respond to the CMA’s consultation on its Annual Plan 

2021/22. 

Please note that we consent to public disclosure of this response. 

For more information about this response please contact Carl Packman: 

c.packman@barrowcadbury.org.uk 

 

ABOUT FAIR BY DESIGN 

Fair By Design is dedicated to reshaping essential services, like energy, credit and insurance, 

so they don’t cost more if you’re poor. People in poverty pay more for a range of products 

including energy, through standard variable tariffs; credit, through pay day loans; and 

insurance, through higher premiums in deprived areas. This is known as the poverty 

premium. 

We collaborate with industry, government, and regulators to design out the poverty 

premium. 

Our Venture Fund provides capital to help grow new and scalable ventures that are 

innovating to make markets fairer. 

Fair By Design was conceived by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation and Big Society Capital. 

The Barrow Cadbury Trust manages the Campaign, and Ascension Ventures manage the 

Venture Fund.  
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OUR RESPONSE 

Summary of recommendations 

1. The CMA should resume work setting an annual measure of the poverty premium as a 

key part of its work to address trust in essential services markets and dealing with the 

consumers for whom competition is not currently benefiting.  

2. The CMA should provide a detailed plan for how it will work with government (central 

and local or devolved) to deliver change for consumers (including on reducing issues for 

vulnerable consumers). 

3. The CMA should provide detail on how it intends to work with consumer organisations 

in the future. We would welcome a conversation on how we can help the CMA further 

understand the needs of consumers, especially those living in poverty and in vulnerable 

circumstances. 

4. The CMA should provide clarity on its plans to inform, advise, and challenge government 

which in turn will provide clarity for consumer organisations on how we can engage with 

the CMA on cross-market issues in the future. We would welcome further conversations 

with the CMA about how to put these commitments into practice. 

5. The CMA should advocate Inclusive Design by firms as a way to proactively protect 

consumers, offer consumers better choice, and encourage competition.  

6. The CMA should apply inclusive design principles to its own work. This should inform the 

way it will work to ensure all consumers can access products and services that meet 

their needs, at a price they can afford. We recommend that the CMA works with us at 

Fair By Design on how to apply inclusive design principles to its own work. 

7. The CMA should provide more detail on how it will work with firms on the issue of data 

use. We would also welcome more detail on how the lived experience of consumers will 

be used to inform this work by the CMA.   

8. The CMA should provide detail on how it will continue to look at time poverty as an 

issue, and how it will encourage other organisations to do the same. Including how it will 

work with consumer organisations, and people with lived experience of poverty to 

further inform its own insights. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We welcome the opportunity to contribute to the Competition and Markets Authority’s 

Annual Plan of 2021.  

As the CMA’s annual plan of 2020/21 stated from the outset, the year “will be one of 

profound change for the United Kingdom and for the CMA.” Back in March 2020, when 

these words were written, we had only a glimpse of what was to come.  

Challenging issues ranging from Brexit to the Covid-19 pandemic have had tremendous 

impacts on markets and consumers. These are set to continue for the foreseeable future. 

Oversight of these issues could not be more important.  

We welcome the CMA’s enthusiasm to rise to these unprecedented challenges. And we 

welcome the commitment of the CMA to ensure, under all circumstances, that consumers 

“get a good deal when buying goods and services and that businesses operate within the 

law.” 

As organisations like our own are only too aware the conditions for many consumers have 

been less than ideal. Worse still, the distribution of the impacts of the pandemic have been 

uneven and have made the living conditions of already vulnerable consumers even harder.  

Addressing the CMA approach to consumers and tackling the poverty premium 

Covid-19, among other things, has exacerbated many of the divisions between consumers 

that exist today. For example, the digital divide and the increased need for digital skills and 

confidence for everyday situations like work and online shopping. It has also has 

exacerbated the financial divide between those who could afford to save money, and those 

that had little choice but to deplete savings.  

Issues that have been around for a long time have come to the fore during the pandemic. 

For example, there is a problem of trust in markets. As the CMA put it in the Annual Plan of 

2020/21:  

“Competition in the UK appears to be getting weaker in several sectors of the economy, 

with some evidence of growing market concentration and rising profit margins, and 

profitability clearly increasing. Practices that harm consumers and damage trust in markets, 

which effective competition should drive out, persist.”1 

The poverty premium – the extra costs that low income households spend on standard 

essential services and goods – is something that persistently damages trust in markets.  

Last year Fair By Design commissioned research2 to understand the dynamics of the poverty 

premium within essential services markets. The headline findings include: 

                                                            
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/competition-and-markets-authority-annual-plan-2020-to-
2021/annual-plan-2020-to-2021  
2 https://fairbydesign.com/research/university-of-bristol-the-poverty-premium-a-customer-perspective-
november-2020/  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/competition-and-markets-authority-annual-plan-2020-to-2021/annual-plan-2020-to-2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/competition-and-markets-authority-annual-plan-2020-to-2021/annual-plan-2020-to-2021
https://fairbydesign.com/research/university-of-bristol-the-poverty-premium-a-customer-perspective-november-2020/
https://fairbydesign.com/research/university-of-bristol-the-poverty-premium-a-customer-perspective-november-2020/
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 Low income households are spending the equivalent of 14 weeks’ worth of food 

shopping just to access the same essential services as people who are better off. 

 Area-based premiums, particularly car insurance, were the largest contributor to the 

overall premium, with customers who live in a higher-risk area (20th percentile IMD 

area) paying nearly £300 per year more on average, if they had insurance, than those 

who lived in a lower-risk area (50th percentile IMD).  

 The penalty for not being on the best energy tariff is the second biggest proportion of 

the poverty premium in 2019, since there remain barriers to switching for many of those 

in poverty. Issues of trust were key to the discussion around switching and revealed 

substantial dissatisfaction with the current consumer environment, whereby 

responsibility for getting a good deal falls to the consumer, regardless of their age, 

capacity, digital skills or ability to invest time in this area. 

 Credit is expensive when on a low income, whatever form it takes. A sub-prime credit 

card costs around £200 more a year and personal loans cost more than £500 extra. 

For consumers most affected by the poverty premium the feeling is not that there isn’t 

enough competition among providers. Instead they feel that competition is not something 

they personally benefit from.   

We’ve welcomed the CMA’s work and insight in adjacent areas such as the loyalty premium. 

The CMA demonstrated a deep knowledge of the issues felt by consumers in a situation 

where the market hasn’t worked in their best interests.  

The ability to spot and address problems across markets and the direct impact which that 

can have on consumers (particularly vulnerable consumers) marks the CMA out among 

watchdogs.  

We were also pleased to see a very promising start made by the CMA on the need to 

address the poverty premium, in the 2018 work on consumer vulnerability.3 Many 

consumer organisations’ expectations were raised by this and we hope the CMA will resume 

this work. We would particularly like to see the successes that the CMA had addressing 

the loyalty penalty be replicated for the issue of the poverty premium.  

The CMA, in its 2018 paper on vulnerability4, set out a discussion on the feasibility of 

carrying out a poverty premium measure of its own: 

“Matching transaction data to a recurring survey has the further advantage of potentially 

reducing the need for ad hoc surveys to be undertaken across regulated markets. It would 

offer opportunities for understanding the experiences of vulnerable consumers over time 

and whether there are particular groups facing specific difficulties at a given point in time. It 

could also offer a baseline against which regulators could consider how and why particular 

                                                            
3 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/782542/
CMA-Vulnerable_People_Accessible.pdf  
4 Ibid 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/782542/CMA-Vulnerable_People_Accessible.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/782542/CMA-Vulnerable_People_Accessible.pdf
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problems are occurring, allowing for the identification of trends and potentially informing 

future case selection and remedy development.” 

The report went on to say that this approach: “could be used to provide a robust, consistent 

basis for measuring the poverty premium over time. It could also be used to assess 

outcomes associated with other dimensions of vulnerability, for example to determine 

whether a premium is paid by people with disabilities, or by other groups such as those with 

mental health problems, the elderly, people who are time poor, or have poor digital skills.”  

Unfortunately work on the poverty premium stalled with little communication on why to 

the stakeholders who were engaged. Due to the cross cutting nature of the poverty 

premium the CMA is the best placed regulator to lead work to tackle the instances where 

poor people pay more because they are poor.  

Recommendation: The CMA should resume work setting an annual measure of the 
poverty premium as a key part of its work to address trust in essential services markets 
and dealing with the consumers for whom competition is not currently benefiting.  
 

 

Fair By Design is in a very good place to provide logistical and intellectual assistance in 

looking at the poverty premium. We would welcome a conversation/joint project 

addressing the poverty premium, looking at particular markets as well as creating an 

annual measure.  

An annual measure would allow us, and other stakeholders (industry, regulators, and 

consumer organisations), to understand on a regular basis the degree to which the poverty 

premium impacts the costs of products and services to low income consumers. It would also 

create the impetus for change – what gets measured gets done. 

In the CMA’s 2020 update on the loyalty penalty5, cited is the most recent report we (Fair By 

Design) commissioned addressing the poverty premium in reference to the additional needs 

some consumers may face as a result of the pandemic – particularly vulnerable consumers. 

We hope that this indicates a continued interest to address the poverty premium in future 

work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
5 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5fc52bdcd3bf7f7f591e141e/Loyalty_penalty_Dec_2020__-
.pdf  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5fc52bdcd3bf7f7f591e141e/Loyalty_penalty_Dec_2020__-.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5fc52bdcd3bf7f7f591e141e/Loyalty_penalty_Dec_2020__-.pdf
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OUR DIRECT RESPONSE TO THE CMA’S ANNUAL PLAN 

Questions addressed: 

1. Do you agree with the overall direction and themes of focus for the CMA set out in 

the 2021/22 draft Annual Plan? 

2. Are there any changes that you think we should make to our main themes for 

2021/22? 

The changing landscape for consumers and the competition authority 

We are pleased to see the CMA set out its plans for this year by stressing the importance of 

getting closer to consumer organisations. We are also pleased to see the CMA set out plans 

to be a watchdog keen to “inform, advise, and challenge” the government where necessary. 

Particularly for vulnerable consumers. This is very welcome in these challenging times.  

More precisely, the CMA has said: “We will advocate strongly that government, whether 

central, local or devolved, delivers the changes that we have recommended over recent 

years.” 

We hope in the interim that the CMA will communicate how this will be done, particularly 

on advocacy and amplifying the voices of consumer organisations. Getting this voice heard – 

and the voices of service users, and those affected by particular social ills like the poverty 

premium - remains a persistent challenge for many consumer organisations.  

Recommendation: the CMA should provide a detailed plan for how it will work with 
government (central and local or devolved) to deliver change for consumers (including on 
reducing issues for vulnerable consumers).  
 

 

The intention to understand the needs of consumers – in particular those who are 

vulnerable, for whatever reason – is something we absolutely welcome. We would like to 

work with colleagues at the CMA to understand what this looks like in practice. We have a 

great opportunity to make sure consumer voice and lived experience has a direct bearing on 

policymaking and market supervision today. And this has rarely been so needed.   

One particular issue that consumer organisations face today is a lack of resource to 

effectively play a role in policymaking and policy engagement. Many consumer-facing 

organisations don’t have big teams engaging with government, regulators or other bodies to 

ensure that their work, and the voice of the people they work with (and on behalf of), can 

inform policy.  

We would like to work with the CMA, as well as other organisations in the consumer space, 

to remedy this. 

It is vital to have more than just one or two consumer organisations listened to at a formal 

level within government and across regulators. It is important to engage a cross-range of 

different consumer organisations. It will help regulators benefit from a plurality of views 

across a range of different consumer matters.   
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Again, Fair By Design can offer assistance here. Our issue sits across different markets so we 

have a broad expertise. Also, we convene a consumer vulnerability forum on which sits a 

diverse range of organisations all of whom represent a different section of the consumer 

population.  

In addition, Fair by Design’s work is led by the lived experience of consumers in poverty and 

in vulnerable circumstances. We regularly engage with consumers in vulnerable 

circumstances and facilitate events for businesses regulators and professional bodies, so 

they can understand issues from the point of view of ‘people not like them’. This is vital if 

organisations are to fully understand problems for consumers and, importantly, to 

understand the best and most appropriate solutions. 

Recommendation: The CMA should provide detail on how it intends to work with 
consumer organisations in the future. We would welcome a conversation on how we can 
help the CMA further understand the needs of consumers, especially those living in 
poverty and in vulnerable circumstances. 
 

 

The pace of digital change 

We welcome the CMA’s strong commitments to adapting to challenging aspects of market 

oversight. This is important when being on the front foot for changes that will affect 

competition and consumers. 

In particular, we are supportive of where the CMA has said: 

“The thinking behind our reform proposals is that the system needs to be adapted to meet 

new challenges that are fundamentally changing the environment in which we operate. One 

of these challenges is the accelerating digitalisation of the economy. Another challenge 

underlying our reform proposals is the concern, felt by many, that the UK’s competition and 

consumer protection system is currently too weak, and too cumbersome and slow, to tackle 

consumer harms effectively.”6 

We agree with these sentiments. Digitalisation brings fantastic opportunities to bring new 

products and services to market and engage consumers in a fundamentally new and exciting 

way. However sometimes the pace of change in digital services – particularly at the ‘front-

end’ where consumers themselves are using digital tools to use services or engage with a 

supplier – is faster than the pace of consumer adoption.  

If products and services are to be truly beneficial to consumers – which is fundamental, 

particularly when it comes to essential services and products – then they should adapt 

around the needs and lived realities of all consumers. Just because the world is far more 

digital now this doesn’t mean that all consumers have caught up.  

 

                                                            
6 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/cma-annual-plan-consultation-202021/cma-annual-plan-
consultation-202021  

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/cma-annual-plan-consultation-202021/cma-annual-plan-consultation-202021
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/cma-annual-plan-consultation-202021/cma-annual-plan-consultation-202021
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Protections and harms: whose responsibility? 

We also share the CMA’s concern that “the UK’s competition and consumer protection 

system is currently too weak, and too cumbersome and slow, to tackle consumer harms 

effectively”.  

Where it becomes particularly cumbersome is in clearly identifying responsibility between 

different regulators, across markets, and between particular regulators and government.  

We made a point above about consumer organisations having severely restricted resource 

to properly engage at an official level with policy and policy change. This becomes even 

more resource-draining when it’s unclear with which body it is most relevant to engage.  

Take for example issues of consumer access and financial inclusion within the financial 

services sector.  

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has a range of powers/statutory objectives/tools that 

it uses to regulate the market. These include its statutory objectives as well Treating 

Customers Fairly outcomes and its Public Sector Equality Duty. Despite this there is no clear 

duty or cross-cutting must have regard to financial inclusion. Without this: 

 There is no clear, statutory requirement for the FCA to address financial inclusion issues. 

 The FCA does not routinely have regard to issues of financial inclusion across all of its 

work, where it is appropriate. 

 Consumer organisations are signposted between the FCA, HM Treasury, the Equality and 

Human Rights Commission and the CMA – usually unable to meet in the same room 

together. A catch 22 situation evolves where consumer representatives are unable to 

gain traction on issues that involve more than one organisation. 

 It is difficult to gain any traction on the issues that matter most to those in the most 

precarious financial circumstances in the UK today. 

Furthermore, the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) has oversight of 

compliance with the requirements under the Equality Act. So regulators will typically not 

consider that they have a mandate to actively assess firms’ compliance. However, whilst the 

EHRC is clearly the specialist, expert agency, it faces challenges in practical supervision and 

enforcement, especially in the highly technical and complex markets of financial services.  

This demonstrates how difficult it is for consumer organisations to make progress on issues 

that involve a mixture of both social and regulatory policy. This is because of:  

 The lack of clarity on who owns which issues when the solutions are cross market, cross 

regulatory, and social policy. 

 The lack of an open and transparent process for dealing with these issues, in which 

consumer organisations can engage. 

As a cross market regulator, this is where we see the following CMA commitments as having 

tremendous potential: 
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 To challenge where the UK’s competition and consumer protection system is currently 

too weak, and too cumbersome and slow, to tackle consumer harms effectively 

 To be a watchdog keen to “inform, advise, and challenge” the government where 

necessary. Particularly for vulnerable consumers. 

 

 Recommendation: The CMA should provide clarity on its plans to bring these 
commitments to fruition, which in turn will provide clarity for consumer organisations 
on how we can engage with the CMA on cross-market issues in the future. We would 
welcome further conversations with the CMA about how to put these commitments 
into practice. 
 

 

The CMA’s themes of focus in the future 

We agree with the CMA’s statement that “[c]ompetition is good for consumers and good for 

business, and it also brings wider economic benefits.” We agree that competition “helps 

ensure that people get a greater choice of better products and services at lower prices. It 

rewards those businesses which invest in the development of new and improved products 

to meet people’s needs. It spurs businesses to seek more cost-effective ways of making and 

selling those products, so boosting productivity.” 

However, the number of active market participants is not the only metric of healthy 

competition. Nor is it the most important one. The metric we are principally concerned with 

is how many consumers benefit from market competition to meet their particular needs and 

– especially in essential services – at a price they can afford.  

Take, as an example, the energy market. Something the CMA has done a lot of important 

and successful work on.  

The status-quo economic theory supposes that where there is more competition in a 

market, prices will fall to a reasonable rate for consumers.7 But evidence shows that this 

isn’t the case for energy customers using prepayment meters (PPMs). 

Ofgem, the energy regulator, set a cap on the amount energy companies could charge retail 

energy customers for tariffs using PPMs in 2017. This was designed to protect customers 

using a PPM from paying too high a price for their energy bills. PPM customers were told 

that still the best way to save money, even after the cap, was to switch energy providers.8 

                                                            
7 Note, for example, the line from this study guide: “Consumers are now free to shop around for the best deal, 
with many observers claiming that the increased competition has helped bring down prices and improve the 
range of services available for consumers.” 
(https://www.rewardinglearning.org.uk/common/includes/microsite_doc_link.aspx?docid=12114-2) 
8 https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/energy-price-caps/about-energy-price-caps/price-my-energy-bill-
capped/prepayment-energy-price-cap 

https://www.rewardinglearning.org.uk/common/includes/microsite_doc_link.aspx?docid=12114-2
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/energy-price-caps/about-energy-price-caps/price-my-energy-bill-capped/prepayment-energy-price-cap
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/energy-price-caps/about-energy-price-caps/price-my-energy-bill-capped/prepayment-energy-price-cap
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However, a study by the Cambridge Energy Policy Research group found that “the range of 

offers [for PPM customers] that are widely available and significantly below the PPM cap is 

much less than first appears.”9 

The group’s paper goers on to conclude: 

“With the exception of one fixed tariff offered by one Large supplier, all Large and Medium 

suppliers are pricing at the cap. So too are several Small suppliers … Although there 

appeared to be 15 Small suppliers offering 21 tariffs promising savings in the range £80 to 

£165 over the tariff cap, only one such tariff, saving £112, seems to be actually widely 

available. The availability of another tariff, possibly saving £92, has not been firmly 

established. Unfortunately, both suppliers have poor reputations for customer service”. 

The paper implies, therefore, that there are deals advertised on Ofgem-accredited Price 

Comparison Websites (PCWs) suggesting savings over the tariff cap, which are not actually 

available for consumers when they try to obtain them (at the time of the author’s writing 

the paper). 

This gives low income energy consumers the illusion that there is more competition and 

choice available for them than there actually is. 

In 2015, in the conclusion to the CMA’s energy market investigation10, it identified the 

reasons for why PPM customers are much less likely to switch than the average customer. 

In the CMA’s review of the available evidence on “the extent to which customer 

disengagement applies to customers on prepayment meters”, it finds that PPM customers 

express less direct market engagement than direct debit customers “particularly in terms of 

whether they have ever considered switching or are likely to consider switching in the next 

three years, and their awareness of their ability to switch.” 

The factors that the CMA use to explain this include: 

“low levels of income; low levels of education; living in social rented housing; and having a 

disability. In addition, we have identified that prepayment customers face higher barriers to 

accessing and assessing information and additional actual and perceived barriers to 

switching. While the need to top up prepayment cards regularly is likely to increase 

awareness of domestic retail energy markets among prepayment customers, low levels of 

engagement may have in part been influenced by the lower gains from switching available 

to prepayment customers.”11 

It is this last point we are most interested in at Fair By Design. This issue of low gains – which 

is widely perceived to be the case for PPM customers, and bears out in the Cambridge paper 

cited above – exemplifies the problem of where some consumers (often vulnerable 

consumers) do not benefit from market competition.  

                                                            
9 https://www.eprg.group.cam.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/S.-Littlechild_16-Oct-2018.pdf  
10 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/energy-market-investigation  
11 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5773de34e5274a0da3000113/final-report-energy-market-
investigation.pdf 

https://www.eprg.group.cam.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/S.-Littlechild_16-Oct-2018.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/energy-market-investigation
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5773de34e5274a0da3000113/final-report-energy-market-investigation.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5773de34e5274a0da3000113/final-report-energy-market-investigation.pdf
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Demonstrably the work the CMA has previously carried out in the energy market had 

considerable positive impact. We would welcome more work from the CMA looking 

specifically at the quality and reach of competition in this, and other essential markets. 

Timely intervention and Inclusive Design 

We welcome the CMA’s commitment to timely intervention where competition can 

encourage more consumer choice. In particular, we welcome the following commitment: 

“The CMA intervenes where necessary to protect competition or when it believes it can 

improve the way in which markets work. The CMA’s interventions therefore seek to 

promote open competition and to encourage greater availability of products and services.”  

In order to achieve good outcomes for consumers and firms, interventions by watchdogs 

need to be both reactive and proactive. Evidence of striking a good balance would be a 

situation where more consumer problems were averted through positive service and 

product design.  

While this focuses on firms’ conduct there is a role here for regulators to provide guidance 

on how firms can be more customer-focused in the product/service design phase.  

Historically, product/service designers may have singularly been involved with the creation 

of products and services, trying to anticipate how consumers will use those products and 

services. However, this has typically meant that these products and services were built 

shaped by designers’ own biases.  

With Inclusive Design, expertise is sought from end-users and those who have lived 

experiences that would inform a better way for products and services to be built.  

We think in addition to encouraging greater availability of products and services, we need to 

think about the suitability of those products and services. We think Inclusive Design is the 

best method to achieving that.  

Recommendation: The CMA should advocate Inclusive Design by firms as a way to 
proactively protect consumers, offer consumers better choice, and encourage 
competition.12  
 

 

Markets as a whole need to be designed inclusively, too. In a competition driven economy, 

firms naturally design products and services to those consumers who yield the most profit. 

In essential services markets all consumers need to be served, even those less profitable to 

serve.  Where markets are not designed inclusively, groups of consumers can fall through 

the cracks and miss out altogether. This can result in negative outcomes for consumers in 

those markets and further erode trust.  

Recommendation: the CMA should apply inclusive design principles to their own work. 
This should inform the way it will work to ensure all consumers can access products and 

                                                            
12 See Fair By Design/Money Advice Trust: Inclusive Design in Essential Services: A practical guide for firms and 
suppliers https://fairbydesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Inclusive-Design-Firms-Guide-Final.pdf  

https://fairbydesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Inclusive-Design-Firms-Guide-Final.pdf
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services that meet their needs, at a price they can afford. We recommend that the CMA 
works with us at Fair By Design on how to apply inclusive design principles to its own 
work.13  
 

 

New Technologies, New Risks 

As the CMA annual plan recognises, there are many more firms today using new 

technologies, complex algorithms, and advanced ways of using consumer data. This is an 

area where Inclusive Design is vital. In order to foster trust in markets, consumers need to 

be confident that they understand the products and services they are using. They also need 

to understand how data about them is being extracted and used. Market watchdogs also 

need be able to understand these things.  

Recommendation: The CMA should provide more detail on how it will work with firms on 
the issue of data use. We would also welcome more detail on how the lived experience of 
consumers will be used to inform this work by the CMA.   
 

Time-poverty 

Finally, we welcome the CMA’s efforts to highlight the problem of time-poverty experienced 

by consumers. We feel that we must get the issue of time-poverty on the map in 2021.  

We particularly welcomed this from your annual plan: 

“We recognise that it can be confusing and time-consuming for consumers to shop around 

and that the practices of some suppliers can exacerbate these problems in some markets. 

The most vulnerable in our society can have even greater challenges engaging in markets, 

such as those on low incomes, people who struggle to use online services, or people with 

poor mental health who may avoid or fear change.”  

We note that the CMA was among the first organisations to take the issue of time-poverty 

seriously. In its 2018 vulnerability strategy the CMA said this:  

“On time poverty, as well as disabled consumers themselves, their carers also have less time 

and headspace to engage and deal with specific markets. This ‘scarcity mindset’ can be 

experienced by all low income consumers and lead to a poverty premium – as they cannot 

think long term and focus on ‘affordable’ monthly payments, that actually lead to them 

paying more.”  

Recommendation: the CMA should provide detail on how it will continue to look at time 
poverty as an issue, and how it will encourage other organisations to do the same. 
Including how it will work with consumer organisations and people with lived experience 
of poverty to further inform its own insights.  
 

 

                                                            
13 See Fair By Design/Money Advice Trust: Inclusive Design in Essential Services: A guide for regulators 
https://fairbydesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Inclusive-Design-Regulators-Report-Final-Fair-By-
Design-Money-Advice-Trust.pdf  

https://fairbydesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Inclusive-Design-Regulators-Report-Final-Fair-By-Design-Money-Advice-Trust.pdf
https://fairbydesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Inclusive-Design-Regulators-Report-Final-Fair-By-Design-Money-Advice-Trust.pdf

